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1 Project 19th 1
Cambria’s Kappy Innovation Lab partnered with the University of Southern
California Price School in Sacramento to answer the question: how might we create a
model that will increase the number of women running for office in the US through
innovative technology? During summer and fall 2020, the Project 19th team conducted
a review of existing research studies, interviews with subject matter experts (SMEs),
and a brainstorming session with Cambria staff. This document provides a summary of
the most important findings from these tasks, and a prototype of an assessment tool
that could be used as part of a social media based recruitment strategy for women to
consider running for elected office in the US.

2 Executive Summary
The Problem
Despite making up nearly 51% of the US population, women account for 23.7% of
Congressional seats, 29.2% of state legislatures, 18% of governors and 22% of mayoral
seats ("Current Numbers"). Research has shown that a “critical mass” of women elected
to office can alter legislative priorities (Beckwith & Cowell-Meyers, 2007), and decision
making processes (Mendelberg, Karpowitz, & Oliphant, 2014).
Research Process
The summer and fall 2021 applied research project began with the initial hypothesis:
“There are not enough women running for political office, therefore the best way
to increase women in politics is by increasing the pool of women deciding to
run.” The goal was to identify whether this was the actual problem and to better
understand the factors that most influenced the high levels of disparity. This discovery
process took place through a review of existing scholarly and applied research and the
collection of primary (SME Interviews) data collection.
Key Findings and Conclusions
1. Women are underrepresented in elected office in the US. Only one US State
(Nevada) has reached a majority female representation.
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Project 19th is named for the 19th Amendment to the US Constitution, allowing women to vote.
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2. Gender Parity in US elected office is projected to not occur until 2108:
Predictions range from the next 50 years at the State level, to potentially 90
years at the US Congressional level.
3. Women who run for elected office are as likely to win as men: Studies show that
women are as likely to win an election as men due to voting along party lines
(i.e., voting tends to follow party affiliation rather than candidate gender) and that
fundraising is not biased by gender.
4. Fewer women run for office than men: There are many barriers including gender
socialization, perceived barriers to electability, family dynamics, women’s
attitudes toward campaigning, and women’s lack of encouragement to run for
office.
5. Increasing the number of women running for office would accelerate
gender parity in US elected office: The aforementioned key findings
suggest that expanding the pool of women candidates is the most effective
way to accelerate the closing of the gender parity gap in US elected office.
With the conclusion that accelerating the closing of the gender parity gap in US elected
office will need a larger pool of women who run for office, there are three actionable
methods that the team generated through brainstorming:
1. Recruit women candidates early and often: Engage women at a young age and
use platforms such as LinkedIn to identify key indicators/experience for women
with the desire to pursue public service through elected office.
2. Increase the awareness of women’s electoral success: Use social media to
spread the idea that when women run, they win.
3. Establish new pipelines and support systems for women to run for elected office:
Connecting women to online networking groups and communities with a
mentorship component.
Social Media Recruitment Prototype Design Process
Focusing on the key finding that when women are not asked to run for office in the
same numbers as men, the Project 19th team decided to focus on strategies to increase
the number of women who are asked to run for office as the focus of a social media
recruitment prototype. The team’s first prototype was a social media driven assessment
that engages with women in a quick, fun, interactive way that can be taken anywhere,
anytime conveniently.2 Women ages 18-32 were the demographic targeted for pilot
testing the social media driven assessment. The structure of the assessment was
separated into three (3) distinct elements: a pre-test, the assessment, and the post-test.
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https://www.sheshouldrun.org/ uses a similar “quiz” type assessment tool.
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Results of the pilot testing with 30 women in our network indicated that about two
thirds of the participants felt that the assessment encouraged them to run for office. Of
the women who felt encouraged by the assessment, another two thirds (2/3rds) took
actional steps after receiving the resource guide.
Next Steps
The social media recruitment assessment showed promise, but the team also
concluded from the applied research that women need to be connected to existing
recruitment and training efforts. There are many excellent training, coaching, and
mentorship programs for women interested in running for office. Our research shows,
and several organizations demonstrate, that if women can be connected to existing
training, coaching, and mentoring programs, they successfully campaign and are
elected to office. The primary obstacle is the person-to-person means of recruitment
and engagement with women who may be successful candidates. Person-to-person
recruitment and engagement is a barrier to scaling, reducing the ability of such
strategies to accelerate the closing of the gender parity gap in US elected office.
To directly address this scaling challenge, Project 19th will focus its next prototypes and
experiments on scaling recruitment, connection, and encouragement using social
media, AI, and diagnostics. Project 19th’s first product will focus on young women
athletes in the US (ages 18-34), who researchers argue share characteristics similar to
elected officials. We will design new prototypes that link the assessment to social media
tools, optimize matching and algorithms, link women to existing recruitment and training
programs, and provide encouragement through the process. The goal is a full end-toend modernization and optimization of the existing organizational ecosystem to recruit,
connect, encourage, follow and have success. Join us and Tag Her In!
EXHIBIT 0 PROJECT 19 TH APPROACH
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3 Background & Methods
3.1 Background
In July of 2020, Cambria Solutions, Inc. (Cambria) in partnership with the USC Price
School of Public Policy, embarked on its first major project in the newly established
Cambria Innovation Lab/Kappy. Based on the low levels of women in elected political
office, Cambria put together a research and design project taking place in three distinct
parts: concept validation, applied research/design and pilot/evaluation. This project
provided three graduate students from USC the opportunity to apply public policy to
technology, learn design-thinking and increase their engagement in a high priority public
need.

3.2 Methods
Over the course of summer and fall of 2020, the team used two research methods: a
review of existing research and interviews with subject matter experts (SMEs).
The search for scholarly and applied research was done through Google’s search
engine. Research was conducted by searching key words and phrases such as:
• “Women in political office”
• “% of women in congress, state, local”
• “When will we see equal representation of women in political office”
• “Why do fewer women run for political office?”
• “Are women equally likely to win a political office election than a man?”
• “How have other countries/states reached higher levels of gender parity?”
By searching the above key terms and a few variances of those core key phrases, we
sorted through approximately 60 articles and studies. The team selected 25 for inclusion
in the analysis. Article selection was determined by reputable sources (e.g., university
researchers) and common trends across sources. Various articles seem to touch upon
the same key points, so we included studies that more clearly explained results.
Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) were interviewed to confirm or contradict the reviewed
research studies. We interviewed twenty-one SMEs and discussed the following
questions:
• To understand the landscape and why this project is important:
o Do you think there is sufficient representation of women in political office?
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•

•

o If No, do you think society benefit if there were more women in political
office? Why or why not?
To understand the barriers that exist, ways they are currently addressed and
suggestions on how to address them:
o What are the most important barriers to women running for elected office?
o What are the most important enablers for women to run for elected office?
o What do you think would be needed to see more women run for elected
office at any level?
o Is there anything else you would like to add?
Additional questions to better understand perceptions and why the gap is so
large in representation:
o Do you think women are more likely, less likely, or equally likely to win a
political office seat than a man?
o Do you think that women run for office, more than, less than, or in equal
numbers as men?
o Have you (or someone you know) ever run for office? What was that
experience like?
EXHIBIT 1 SME INTERVIEWS

Type of SME

Number of
interviews

Technology SMEs

Number of
Interviews

Political Recruiters

2

LinkedIn Expert

1

Politicians

8

Job Search Expert

1

Women Considering
Politics

5

Policy Experts

4

Total Interviews

21

4 Research Findings
The most common barriers to women running for election included: the lack of
recruitment, gender socialization, family dynamics, perceived barriers to getting elected,
and attitudes toward campaigning activities.
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4.1 Women are underrepresented in elected office in the
US
All the interviewed SMEs stated that there was not sufficient representation.
Over the last two decades, Western European countries- similar to the United
States on most democratic and socioeconomic indicators- have increased the
number of women in elected office. But the US lags substantially. In 1997, the
US was ranked 41 st in female’s representation in government but in 201 the U.S.
was ranked 101 st in the representation of women in government (Exhibit 2)
(Brechenmacher, 2018).
EXHIBIT 2 WOMEN IN ELECTED OFFICE

(NEWBURGER, 2019)
Underrepresentation at the National Level
In the US, women make up 51% of the population but are underrepresented in
national elected office. In the 117 th US Congress, women accounted for 26% of
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the seats, with 27% of the elected members of the House of Representatives,
and 24% of the Senate ("Women in the U.S. Congress 2021"). Further, of all
women serving in US Congressional seats, about 35% are women of color
("Facts on Women of Color"). Additionally, women make up about a third of the
representation of the US circuit and district courts (Hernandez & Navarro, 2018).
Lastly, there has only ever been one female major party presidential nominee,
three female major party vice presidential nominees, and there has never been a
female president ("Current Numbers").
Underrepresentation at the State Level

EXHIBIT 3 WOMEN IN STATE
LEGISLATURES

The underrepresentation exists at the
state level as well. For state legislatures,
in 2021, women comprised 31% of elected
seats and women of color comprised 19%
("Women of Color in Elective Office").
While there is one state, Nevada, where
women comprise 60% of elected state
legislators, other states like West Virginia
women comprise only 12% of elected
state legislators ("Women in State
Legislatures 2021"). Further at the
("WOMEN IN STATE LEGISLATURES
executive level, women comprise about
FOR 2020,")
30% of statewide executive elected office
(governor, lieutenant governor, attorney
general, state comptroller/controller, etc)
("Women in Statewide Elective Executive Office 2021").
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Underrepresentation at the Local Level
“On the LA City Council, there are
just as many people named Paul
K., as there are women. This is a
pretty consistent trend among all
levels of government positions
across the board.”

As of June 2020, women held 23% of the mayoral
seats in cities with a population over 30,000 ("Women
Mayors in U.S. Cities 2020"). There is also an
underrepresentation of women on city councils.

Underrepresentation of women in local elected
office may be related to the ways in which elected
government is structured. King (2002), for
example, argues that single member districts
– SME: Considering a Career in
appear to disadvantage women compared to
Political Office
multi-member districts (King, 2002), while
Trounstine and Valdini (2008) argue that “district
systems can increase diversity only when underrepresented groups are highly
concentrated and compose a substantial portion of the population” (Trounstine &
Valdini, 2008).

4.2 Gender Parity not Predicted Until 2108
Over time, there have been incremental improvements in gender parity in elected office
in the US at every level. However, according to an analysis done by Deutsche Bank
Securities chief economist Torsten Slok, at the current rate, the US is approximately 90
years away from gender parity in US Congressional seats (Koning Beals, 2018).
These projections are made more complicated by the following:
• The rate of change for women in elected office has not increased
constantly or consistently. Inconsistent growth suggests that gender parity
could be even further away than previously thought (Brechenmacher, 2018).
•

Gender parity differs depending on political party. At the state level,
Democratic women have grown from 7-15% while Republican women have
increased from about 5-10% over the last 40 years. Brechenmacher (2018) has
noted that gender parity is difficult to achieve without the participation of both
major political parties (Brechenmacher, 2018).
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EXHIBIT 5 GENDER PARITY PROJECTION

(Koning Beals, 2018)

4.3 Women who Run are as Likely to Win as Men
Research has shown that women who run for office are equally likely to win as men.
The CUNY Institute for State and Local Government (2016) found that in the mayoral
elections women won at a rate of 16% and men won at a rate of 18%; however, only
one-fifth of the candidates were women (Drummond, Zhang, & Lawson, 2016). Another
study in 2016 found that women made up 28 percent of Democratic candidates for the
US House of Representatives—and 32 percent of Democratic winners (Brechenmacher,
2018).
This research shows that women may win elections at equal numbers to men because:
•

Voters tend to vote along party lines, not on gender. Research has
found that women are as likely as men to win, and that voters vote based
on a candidate’s party and less on gender. This does not preclude a
gender penalty, but it is difficult to quantify whether gender costs women
votes as people tend to be reluctant to admit sexism in polls
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(Anastasopoulos, 2016). In addition, women won at higher rates than men
in the 2018 election. This was especially true for non-incumbent
Democratic women candidates for the US House, US Senate, and
statewide elected executive offices (other than governor) who won primary
and general elections at higher rates than non-incumbent men (Dittmar,
2020).
•

Fundraising and vote totals may not be biased against women candidates.
While there may be good reason to believe that raising campaign funds is more
difficult for women, due to factors such as fewer personal resources, smaller
networks and historical underrepresentation, Burrell (2014) found that men and
women were on equal footing with respect to campaign receipts from the period
of 1980 to 2010 in the US House (Burrell, 2014).

It is important to note, however, that increasing the pool of women may not
automatically create gender parity in US elected office. Studies have shown that on
average, women seek political office later in their careers. For example, in the US
Congress, the average age for members is 47, while the average age for the 127
women (101 in House & 26 in Senate) is 64 (Biksacky, 2014). For the California State
Legislature, however, we seem to see a different trend. The overall average age of
members is 53, while the average age for women members is about 52 (Raw data set +
("Current Numbers").
A possible explanation for the pattern that women and men are equally likely to win
elections is that a smaller group of highly qualified women who are running for elected
office may be skewing the data. A couple of studies highlight this possible explanation.
• When women are more qualified, they are often supported by men from the
same or different political parties. However, women candidates are penalized
if they are equally qualified as men (Fulton & Dhima, 2020).
• Gender stereotypes may hinder in mayoral races and conservative cities,
but is less negative in city council races and liberal cities (Anzia & Bernhard,
2017).
The interviewed SMEs, when asked the question: “Do you think women are more, less
or equally likely to win a political office seat over a man?, three of the twelve SMEs
stated that women were equally likely to win for the following reasons:
• Women must have a certain level of grit/toughness.
• Once women overcome initial barriers, then they are probably in a good
place to run.
• If they have necessary resources, they can win.
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The other nine interviewed SMEs stated that women were less likely to win because:
• Women are held to a higher standard and men receive more respect.
• Historical barriers (men have a head start).
• Women are not envisioned for leadership roles.
• Evident with the current representation.
• Men are socialized to character traits that bode well for political office.
• When fear is on the table, we look for strong men to protect us.
• Networks and access to resources.

4.4 Why Fewer Women Run for Office than Men
While 41% (5/12) of interviewed SMEs said that more
women are running for elected office, 91% (11/12)
also stated that women ran at lower rates compared
to men. When asked about the key barriers for

women pursuing a career in elected political
office, 7/17 (41%) of the interviewed SMEs stated
historical factors as playing a major role in
the unequal representation seen today .

“It hasn’t been long since women
had the right to vote. There is a
certain level of historical
entitlement that men have had,
and these principles are presented
at a young age.”
– SME: Why Women Do Not Run
for Office

Other explanations for women not running for
elected office include: gender socialization,
perceived barriers to electability, the family dynamic balance, their attitudes
toward campaigning, and their lack of encouragement to run for office.
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Uncovering the Origins of the Gender Gap in Political Ambition

4.4.1 Gender Socialization

APPENDIX C. The Gender Gap in Political
Ambition among High School versus
College Students

August 2014

gaps. The data reveal, however, that there is no discernible
pattern and that the changes in the size of the gap are not
linear.

Per cent Consider ed Running for Office

Young women are not as socialized
to run for office as The
men.
and
gender gapFox
is much more
dramatic in college, and this
Our examination of the size of the gender gap by respondent
seems to be the case from early in the college experience.
age indicates that grouping the data by high school and colLawless (2014) found that women
were
less
likely
to
have
been
encouraged
Again, although there are some fluctuations by
in the size of
lege students is an appropriate way to conduct the analysis.
the gap between the ages of 18 and 25, for six of the eight
There is very little variation during the high school years (all
parents to run for office, had fewer
educational
that
would
lead
ages within
the college
subsample,
the genderto
gap is at least
high school
respondents were betweenexperiences
the ages of 13 and
22 percentage points. And although it is smaller for 19 and
For three of the five ages in the high school sample,
elected office, and participated 17).
less
often
in
competitions
(Fox
&
Lawless,
2014).
21 year olds, there is, once again, no systematic pattern to
there is virtually no gender difference in considering a candiFurthermore, young men had dacy; for two of the years (ages 15 and 17), there are gender account for these differences.
EXHIBIT 6 GENDER GAP IN CONSIDERING
more exposure to politics and
CANDIDACY BY SEX AND AGE
political activity than young
women (Fox & Lawless, 2014),
The Gender Gap in Considering a Candidacy, by Sex and Age
whether through political
100
parties’ clubs, political science
90
Men
courses, or activist groups.
80
Women

70

Fewer young women play
60
organized sports. Fox &
50
Lawless (2014) also found that
40
young women were less likely
30
to have played organized
20
sports in college and care
10
about winning. It has been
0
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
shown that extracurricular
Age
activities are very formative in
(Fox & Lawless, 2014)
teaching the social skills
needed to thrive professionally
and creates a larger network for students. Lawless & Fox (2014) established this
link between women who play sports and their political ambition and saw that of
the women who did play sports, there was an 25% increase in their desire to get
involved with politics. Further, women who did not play sports were also less
likely to describe themselves as competitive, a key trait when it comes to
winning elections.
4.4.2 Perceived Barriers to Electability
516

Perceived Competition. One reason for women’s perceived lack of electability
is that women perceive that elections are more competitive than men perceive
them to be. Fox and Lawless (2011) found that women were 25% more likely
than men to judge their local and congressional elections as very competitive,
almost twice as likely to state that it is more difficult for women to raise money
for a political campaign, and only half as likely to believe that women and men
have an equal chance to win (Fox & Lawless, 2011). Also, the same study
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showed that 14% of women reported that they thought that it is very unlikely that
they will win their first electoral elections compared to men.
Confidence gap concerning electoral
viability. About 70% (12/17) of the
interviewed SMEs identified the image of
women in leadership roles as a major
deterrent to women pursuing elected political
office. About 23% (4/17) of the interviewed
SMEs pointed to a lack of confidence as
another key barrier.

“There are stigmas into how we
accept women in power and
leadership. The reality is that
women are held to much higher
standards.”
– SME: On the Confidence Gap

These views are supported by research. For
example, despite comparable credentials, professional backgrounds, and
political experiences, highly accomplished women from both major political
parties are less likely than similarly situated men to perceive themselves as
qualified to campaign for an elected office (Lawless & Fox, 2012). Further, in
2001 and 2011, Lawless & Fox (2012) found that men were 60% more likely than
women to assess themselves as “very qualified” to run for office (Lawless & Fox,
2012).
4.4.3 Family Dynamic Balance
Multiple Roles and Family Obligations are
Substantial Barriers. About 53% (9/17) of the
intervieweed SMEs stated that having multiple
roles and 59% (10/17) stated family
obligations to be major barriers for women.
Lawless and Fox (2012) found in 2001 and
again in 2011, women perform the majority of
the household and childcare responsibilities
(Lawless & Fox, 2012). In households where
both adults are working, women are roughly
six times more likely than men to bear the
– SME: On Family Dynamics
responsivity for the majority of the household
tasks, and they’re about ten times more likely
to be the primary childcare providers (Lawless & Fox, 2012).
“I have been asked to run for
office many times, but the reality is
that it is not realistic. I have family
obligations with my three children
as well as the responsibility of
financing my household. When you
have a full-time job, home
responsibilities and a fmily,
running a campaign becomes
nearly impossible.”

However, women have thought about running for office. One gender politics
scholar characterized it as, “Women may now think about running for office, but
they probably think about it while they are making the bed” (Lawless & Fox,
2012).
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4.4.4 Attitude toward campaigning activities
Fox and Lawless (2011) found that after controlling for career and
socioeconomic status, women were not as interested nor willing to engage in the
mechanics of a political campaign (Fox & Lawless, 2011). They determined that
women viewed these five activities more negatively than men: soliciting
campaign contributions, dealing with party officials, going door-to-door to meet
constituents, dealing with members of the press, and potentially having to
engage in a negative campaign. Further they found that there are personal
aspects of campaigning that were also not as appealing to women compared to
men, such as spending less time with family and loss of privacy. Addressing
women’s attitudes toward campaigning may depend on framing these mechanics
in a way that is appealing to women, ensuring the safety of women as they are
in the community, and providing role models who have successfully navigated
the political arena previously.
Sexism and Fundraising. About 41% (7/17) of
the interviewed SMEs pointed to the fact that
sexism is still a major barrier. Additionally,
14/17 (82%) said that the common campaign
activity of fundraising is a challenge for
women. Haraldsson and Wangnerud (2017)
found that there was a significant negative
relationship between media’s sexism and the
number of women holding political office
(Haraldsson & Wängnerud, 2019).
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“Fundraising is hard and requires
a lot of work to mobilize support
without the pre-existing networks.
Additionally, people have sai rude
things, closed doors and even
though I have the experience and
degrees, I am still told that I am
unqualified.”
– SME: On Sexism in Fundraising

Lack of Encouragement to Run
Women need to be asked. About 23% (4/17) of
the SMEs interviewed brought up on their own
that women are not actively recruited. A Center
for American Women and Politics study at
Rutgers University found that the majority (53%)
of female state legislators had not considered
running for office until someone else had
suggested it (Sanbonmatsu, Carroll, & Walsh,
2009). Only 26% of women decided to run for
office entirely on their own, compared to 43% of
men; 32% of female candidates said someone
tried to discourage them from running versus
25% of men.

“The average woman needs to be
asked at least six times to
consider running for office, while
most men don’t need to be asked.
The fact that this is the case and
that women are not actively
recruited is a difficult combination
with reqgard to equal
representation.”
– SME: On Recruiment

Positive Response to Political Suggestion. Research has shown that women
are just as likely as men to respond favorably to the suggestion of a candidacy,
but do not receive the suggestion as often as men (Fulton, Maestas, Maisel, &
Stone, 2006). Men are about 15% more likely than women to have received the
suggestion to run for office from a party leader, elected official, or nonelected
political activist (Lawless & Fox, 2012). Among the Lawless and Fox’s (2011)
sample of potential candidates, 67% who were encouraged to run for office by at
least one electoral gatekeeper had considered running, compared to 33% of
respondents who reported no such recruitment (Fox & Lawless, 2011).
Lack of Networks. All of the SMEs interviewed, 100% (17/17), stated that a lack
of networks was a barrier. One study suggested that organizations and political
parties focus on systematically recruiting and supporting new talent, as a “wellresourced mechanism to recruit and support women-candidates” is needed to
break down male-dominated party networks and help counteract the gap in
political ambition between women and men (Brechenmacher, 2018). Although
encouragement from political parties can be instrumental in propelling a
candidacy, scholars have argued that electoral gatekeepers are selective in their
recruitment efforts (Maestas, Maisel, & Stone, 2005). By identifying and
recruiting candidates from their own male-dominated networks, gatekeepers—
most of whom are male—tend to favor men (Sanbonmatsu et al., 2009).
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5 Conclusion and Recommendations
The goal of this section is to offer suggestions to overcome barriers inhibiting highly
qualified women from running for elected political office, and to report on a Cambria
brainstorming session about possible technological solutions.

5.1 Innovative Technology to Increase the Pool
We suggest using innovative technology to recruit women early and often, establish
new pipelines for women to get to office, and create messaging campaigns that
counteract sexism in the media.
Recruit candidates early and often
• Business Schools could offer more courses or create avenues for getting women
to office in their chosen degree field ("Why Women Don’t Run for Office. And
How Business Schools Can Help.," 2018).
• A matching app at the graduate level, where graduate students could put in their
location, interest, and app could tell them open seats or neighborhood councils.
• A mentoring app that can connect women who are interested in government to
other women in their chosen field of interest, for instance a woman who is
interested in technology policy could get linked to a woman who is on the
committee that deals with technology policy at the state legislature.
• Refer someone through social media, which autogenerates an email with list of
next steps, the name gets forwarded to a list for organizations that recruit.
• A job search database that connects who qualifies for office to organizations that
help women run for office.
• A database of women who have donated to political campaigns or who have the
financial capacity to run for office, and forward names to organizations that help
women run for office.
Increase the awareness of women’s electoral success
• Create a social media campaign to spread the message that when women run,
they win. Use messaging that speaks to women with positive language about
supporting other women.
Establish new pipelines for women to get to office
• Create a network of women willing to work on campaigns.
• Create a mentor pool for women.
• Create advocacy circles of women who can support policies using social media
(LinkedIn)
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5.2 Cambria’s Lunch and Learn Brainstorming Session
On August 27, 2020, Project 19th engaged Cambrianites in an interactive Lunch and
Learn Brainstorming Session. The purpose was to present the key research findings to
brainstorm ideas, solutions and innovative technologies to address the
underrepresentation of women in elected office. What transpired was a one-hour
session engaging over forty Cambrianites in what became an engaging and informative
convening. The session was structured as follows:
• Present key research findings (40 minutes)
o Facilitated by Project 19th Team
o Included time for Q&A
• Small group brainstorming sessions (10 minutes)
o Facilitated by Blake Jeter, Jennifer Martindill, Victoria Edwards & Geoff
Heath
o Used as an idea “think tank” to generate any and all ideas on how to
strategically recruit more women into political office
• Presenting of key ideas and closing remarks (10 minutes)
o Each small group presented key themes and ideas generated in their
individual small group
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The following exhibit demonstrates each group’s key takeaways:
EXHIBIT 7 HOW MIGHT WE ENCOURAGE WOMEN TO RUN FOR OFFICE

“Use public resource data
(i.e., social media) to
identify and match
candidates (corporate
leaders/veterans) for
training programs.”

“Supporting early
education programs to
show the value of public
leadership and service.”

“Use data to encourage
women to run and success
stories to motivate potentially
interested women.”

“Alert based application
that notifies those that sign
up about political
opportunities in their
community.”

“Mentorship application
connecting women in
politics to those that would
like to follow their political
careers.”

“Use charity data to
identify more women that
could be potential
candidates and that have
strong footholds in the
community.”

“Awareness campaign so
that women understand that
running for office is
feasible and there are viable
options to run.”

“Political figure Barbie
dolls.”

Ways to Identify
Potential Women
in Elected Office
as Well as
Remove Barriers

“Create female political
candidate baseball cards as
a short/succinct way to get
a candidate’s profile.”
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“Create an A.I
tool/algorithm to comb
through active social media
issues to identify potential
female candidates.”

“Use social media to
promote mentorship
programs and existing
resources.”

“Create a website showing
all of the open political
office seats as a tool for
female candidates and/or
profiles of current women
running.”

6 Prototype: Political Prospects Assessment
Tool
Focusing on the key finding that when women are not asked to run for office in the
same numbers as men, the Project 19th team decided to focus on a prototype tool that
could be used in an online app. The first step was to prototype a social media/online
“ask,” to use modern approaches to recruit, connect, and encourage women to run for
elected office. Our first prototype was a social media driven assessment that
engages with women in a quick, fun, interactive way that can be completed anywhere,
anytime conveniently.
This assessment tool uses a series of personality assessment questions as well as
questions regarding the women’s political experience and experience with athletics.
Further, as discussed previously, women who have participated in athletics and
competitive activities, and those who have more exposure to politics are more likely to
consider running for office.

6.1 Pilot Testing with Results
Women ages 18-32 were the demographic targeted for pilot testing the political
prospect assessment tool. The structure of the assessment tool was separated into
three (3) distinct elements: a pre-test, the interview assessment, and the post-test.
The pre-test was self-administered by the participant and consisted of a series of
demographic questions (such as age range, ethnicity), athletic competition background,
previous involvement in politics, and general interest in politics. The assessment tool
was administered via Zoom or telephone interview by a Project 19th team member. The
participant was asked behavioral-based questions and then given a range of options to
choose the one (1) answer them best suited them. Using a response scale, each
assessment question and response corresponded to a socio-emotional trait that
measured readiness to run for elected office. Once the interview assessment was
completed, the team member provided the participant with her political readiness score
and an email communicated resource guide. Resource guides were provided by
category: community organizing, campaigning, volunteering, public speaking,
fundraising, local politics, nonprofit board service, school board service, and
inspirational women-run political social media accounts.
The post-test was self-administered after participants had received their political
readiness score and their resource guide. The post-test asked the participants if they
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had taken actionable steps after receiving the resource guide and if the assessment
encouraged them to think about running for elected office.
Results of the pilot testing indicated that about two thirds of the participants felt that the
assessment encouraged them to run for office. Of the women who felt encouraged by
the assessment, another two thirds tooksteps after receiving the resource guide. This
result spanned across demographic indicators, supporting the idea that if women are
asked and encouraged to run for office, they will take steps to improve their political
readiness. This is supported further by qualitative data from the post-test questions.
Answers to open ended responses were: “Knowing that my personality could work well
in the realm of politics and activism inspires me to consider a career in the field” and
“Yes, it provided me with concrete examples of why I would be a good candidate based
on the way I operate in my daily life.” These responses indicated that the act of being
asked or encouraged to run for elected office generated interest among women ages
18-32 to run for office.
EXHIBIT 1 PARTICIPANT POST-TEST DATA

6.2 Where Do We Go from Here?
The current organizational ecosystem to recruit women is outdated and fragmented
(because it is still largely based on person-to-person recruitment). Our interviewed
SMEs from nationally recognized organizations confirmed the lack of scale in
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recruitment. We also know that women may need ongoing encouragement and multiple
“asks” to decide to run (given life course events). Project 19th will therefore focus on
scaling recruitment, connection, and encouragement using social media, AI, and
diagnostics.
We predict that Project 19th’s optimization and modernization of the recruitment and
training organizational ecosystem could drastically reduce the time to gender parity in
US elected office from the current 90 year projection. Project 19th’s first product focuses
on young women athletes in the US (ages 18-34), who researchers argue share
characteristics similar to elected officials. The total number of potential engaged women
reached could be as high as 30 million based on US Census estimates from 2019.
We plan to build on our assessment tool prototype and design new prototypes that link
the assessment tool to social media tools, optimize matching and algorithms, link
women to existing recruitment and training programs, and provide encouragement
through the process. The goal is a full end-to-end optimization and modernization of the
existing ecosystem.
As more research, data and information become available we will share the updates
online at www.cambriasolutions.com/project19th/
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